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Inspired by The Great British Bake Off? Learn how to bake over 120 delicious recipes in this
ultimate baking book and official tie-in to the first BBC series. This book takes us on a tour of the
very best in baking our nation has to offer - from Eccles cakes to Cornish pasties, Chelsea buns
to Scottish gingerbread.Over 120 classic recipes, as well as numerous adaptations and
suggestions, cover the whole range of baking skills from sweet jam tarts to savoury game pie.
These are recipes that have been passed through the generations, as well as those from the
Bake Off contestants.With trips to notable landmarks from baking history - Melton Mowbray and
Sandwich among the more famous, as well as locally loved secrets from towns and villages
around the country - the book highlights the importance of baking as part of our national
heritage.Whether you want to try your hand at the delicate art of petticoat tails shortbread or dish
up a hearty steak pie to a hungry family, you will be looking between the pages of The Great
British Book of Baking time and time again, packed full of the very best recipes from around the
British Isles.Chapters include:- Biscuits and Teatime Treats- Bread- Tarts and Flans- Pies-
Cakes- Puddings- Fancy Pastries- PLUS invaluable tips from the judges and an introduction
from Mel and Sue!Get your wooden spoons at the ready!

About the AuthorLinda Collister trained at the Cordon Bleu, then La Varenne in Paris. She has
written over twenty-five books, nearly all on the subject of baking. Sheila Keating is a food writer
who has worked on a wide range of books. She has a special interest in the provenance of
British food and has written the narrative introductions for The Great British Book of Baking. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Our Mums are two of the finest bakers we know. Ann Perkins’s Lemon Drizzle Cake, partnered
with a cup of Earl Grey, is one of the finest fits since Ray Alan put his hand up Lord Charles. It’s
so good that, for a brief moment when she serves it, you’re transported from a Croydon semi-
detached to a Sicilian citrus grove. Sadly, once it’s finished, you’re transported back again.
Rosemary Giedroyc’s Upside-Down Ginger Pudding is not only a feat of engineering but dances
on the tastebuds like a spicy Fred Astaire. Before you enquire, the recipe is a family treasure;
you’d sooner break Colonel Sanders into revealing his secrets than Mrs G.Neither parent was
Cordon Bleu-trained, neither learned their skills from the forty-three thousand hours of cookery
programmes littering the television schedules each and every week. They learned how to bake
from watching their Mums, certainly, but most importantly, they learned through trial and error
and they learned on the job. Just ask our Dads, who have developed cast-iron constitutions as a
result...Since mankind discovered fire, we’ve been trying to perfect what we cook with it; from
the chewy Beltane loaves of Iron Age man to the semolina-crusted sourdoughs of the modern
artisan baker. Baking runs in our blood, it’s as quintessentially British as football and
disappointment. What’s sad is that we have started to lose our basic baking skills; instead
choosing to waste our cash on mass-produced cakes, pastries and biscuits from the
supermarkets. We are part of this generation, who turned away from the wholesome and
homespun in pursuit of all things easy and processed; so much so, we’ve all but forgotten what a
really good, home-cooked sponge in all its buttery glory tastes like.But times are thankfully
changing, and now many of us, ourselves included, are running back to the floury arms of our
ancestors, begging for forgiveness. There is regret, of course. Why did we not watch our Mums
more closely as they pored over their Be-Ro cookery cards? Why did we never learn how to roll
out, fold over, crimp, prink and bake our own pasties? Why didn’t we write down Granny’s recipe
for vodka scones? But all is not lost. Thankfully there are thousands of extraordinary men and
women (a lot of them in their twenties and quite the little saucepots) who have retained and
developed these skills, and who can pass the seeded baton on to us. Thanks to them, Sue can
now bake a fourteen-tiered classic wedding cake and Mel is the proud owner of several icing
bags.So next time you fancy something sweet, eschew the vacuum-packed, flavour-enhanced
pallor of the supermarket muffin and whip up something awesome yourself. It’s fun, it’s
therapeutic, and when you get it right it can make you very, very popular with friends, family and
prospective in-laws.Let’s get Britain home-baking again. It might still be naughty, but it’s a hell of
a lot nicer.

in the summer of 2010, ten home bakers took part in The Great British Bake Off, a Love
Productions series for BBC2. Each week, the series explored a different part of our great baking
heritage and along the way featured some of the wonderful people keeping these traditional



skills alive.In each place – from Scone in Scotland, to Sarre in Kent and Mousehole in Cornwall –
the bakers were set challenges by The Great British Bake Off judges, Mary Berry and Paul
Hollywood. Throughout the book you’ll come across recipes from the home bakers – each
marked with a steaming teapot.

This country has a strong baking heritage dating back hundreds, even thousands, of years and
during this time many changes have taken place, from the evolution of ovens to modern milling
techniques. The home baker today has everything needed to produce a perfect loaf, cake or
scone, and the experience of baking for the first time is something never to be forgotten – and is
much talked about!There are a number of points the home baker needs to take note of before
starting to bake at home. Whether the recipe is a family one, borrowed from a friend or from a
recipe book, the ingredients must be looked at carefully. Never put an ingredient into a bake that
you don’t like and follow the recipe to the letter until you become familiar with it. Then you can
add your own touches.My second point about baking is your oven. Ovens nowadays have many
settings and can overcomplicate an otherwise simple procedure. I would recommend that most
baking be done in the middle of your oven, as this is where an even temperature is achieved.
Temperature is the key. A longer bake should be baked at a lower temperature, a shorter bake at
a higher temperature. This will ensure that your Victoria sponge stays moist!The third, and
probably the most important, rule is consistency. There may be a problem following a recipe
because different flour brands will require more or less liquid to attain the ideal consistency. This
is where my experience as a baker has been of great benefit. I rarely follow a recipe’s liquid
content: instead, I will use touch to determine whether the mix is correct or not. My point is, when
baking at home, initially follow the recipe: try it, and, if you feel it’s too wet or dry, alter the mix the
next time you make it, taking careful note of the brand of flour used.An organized kitchen when
baking is an absolute necessity. Clear the tops of anything that may find its way into your mix – a
clean kitchen generally means a good finished product!Baking can be fun for all ages. My son
Joshua, aged eight, is an avid pizza-base maker, while my mother-in-law bakes bread and
cakes for grateful grandchildren. My advice to you is to start making bread at home first,
because creating a great loaf builds confidence and spurs you on to other baking delights.
Bread is particularly good for understanding the liquid content in doughs, as it allows you to feel
the dough between your fingers.TOP TIP: When kneading dough on a surface, use olive oil on
the surface and your hands, as adding flour will tighten the dough and give you a very dense
loaf...Happy baking!

My advice for a novice baker is to bake what you and your family like. There’s nothing worse than
baking something that you don’t want to eat. Make sure you give yourself enough time – don’t
rush things. And enjoy baking.First of all, choose a really good recipe – it helps to have a picture.
Read through the method right to the end and make sure you understand everything. Check that
you have all the right ingredients and equipment. One of the major pitfalls in baking is using the



wrong-sized tin, so always check that your tin is exactly what the recipe asks for. And it’s a good
idea to go down the ingredients list and weigh all the items out first – like you see on the telly.
That way, you won’t forget anything. If you do that and follow the recipe properly – don’t freestyle
the first few times – you will have success in the kitchen.It’s very exciting to see people around
the country keeping these wonderful traditional skills of baking going – and baking is a lovely
thing to share. If you have recipes in your family, make sure you jot them down, because
otherwise they’ll be gone. Keep them and perfect them.People’s lives are very, very busy, but it’s
important that we teach our children how to cook – and clear up! It does make a mess, but it’s
essential. I’ve always cooked with my children and grandchildren. From a very early age,
children can start helping in the kitchen. I never do anything big that they’re going to be
frightened of and won’t eat. So if we’re going to do cakes, when they’re very small I do little fairy
cakes. If they are enthused, then they get good results that they’re proud of. And the thing they
enjoy most, of course, is decorating them and licking out the bowls!In terms of ingredients, I
always used the best available. I go for free-range eggs every time. You’ve only got to break a
budget egg and you’ll see the yolk is a pale yellow in comparison. For normal family cooking I
buy the supermarket own-brand of flour and for baking I would either use butter or a baking
spread.If I’m judging a cake, I look at it and see if it is tempting to eat. If it’s a sticky gingerbread,
then it wants to be so sticky and so moist that you just want to poke your finger in it and you can’t
wait to cut a piece from it. It has to look inviting. And it has to be the best of its type.For me, my
ultimate cake at teatime is a perfect small éclair, but you can’t beat a chocolate cake in winter, or
a lovely sticky gingerbread...TOP TIP:after you’ve cooked a recipe once, it’s a very good idea to
make a note of what you should do next time to improve on it. Every oven varies, so maybe it
needs ten minutes more in your oven. Or perhaps you think it could do with more sugar, or fewer
sultanas. Put your own stamp on it.

Britain and baking: the two are irrevocably intertwined. So much so that around the world there is
a perception that everyone in Britain stops what they are doing at 4 p.m. and sits down for tea
and cake – and perhaps we should. After all, there is something so calming and restorative
about teapots and milk jugs and the passing round of plates of home-made biscuits and cakes.
Tea therapy is what the British do best.It’s frequently said that while cooking is an art, baking is a
science. It is about performing small miracles with a few ingredients, which by following a precise
formula can be transformed into something entirely different. Throw an extra glass of wine or
handful of herbs or spices into a casserole and you are unlikely to ruin the dish, but alter the
proportions of butter or flour when you are baking and you could end up with a biscuit instead of
a cake. That said, there is nothing clinical about British baking. Far from it. If we now know the
exact formula for a perfect wholemeal loaf or Victoria sandwich, it is thanks to centuries of
experimentation that began with the earliest ‘breads’, mixtures of grain and water baked on a
stone in Neanderthal times, and was perfected in the home by generations of housewives,
mothers and grandmothers. It is a tradition that may be founded on the principles of chemistry,



but owes more to flowery pinnies and gingham tablecloths than the white coats of scientists or
pastry chefs.In Europe, it is the custom to go to the boulangerie to buy the daily loaf and to the
pâtisserie for something special and elaborate for Sundays, feast days or holidays. In Britain, by
contrast, we have enjoyed a long tradition of home-made bread and would be more likely to
make a fruit tart, crumble or bread and butter pudding to follow Sunday lunch than go out and
buy fancy pastries.Ask an artisan baker or anyone who makes their own bread and cakes and
they will talk in emotional terms about baking with love and passion, about the warm feelings
that accompany the taking of a loaf or cake from the oven, and the simple joy of cutting into it to
share with family or friends. That is what British baking is all about.It may not always be
sophisticated but British baking has a substance and heart that is born out of centuries of
necessity and making do with whatever ingredients were to hand. In the grand houses, tables
may have been groaning with food, but for the vast majority of people, working the land and later
toiling in the mills and factories, baking was about hearty pies and pasties to keep out the cold
and release energy while working in the fields or down the mines, or simple cakes made from
adding a little dried fruit to a scrap of dough for a treat.British baking charts a rich social and
geographical history, told through many different stories, some undoubtedly true, some the stuff
of popular legend. It gives us a view of people’s spiritual lives from the earliest pagan times,
when a Beltane cake was baked in the ashes of a bonfire to mark the advent of summer and the
person receiving the most charred piece had to jump three times through the fire, to the
Scripture cakes popular in Victorian times, which obliged you to look up bible references to
decipher the ingredients. It presents a picture of weddings celebrated with cakes, from the early
sweetened breads broken over the couple’s heads through enormous flat round ‘bride cakes’ to
rich plum cakes greased with protective lard (scraped off at the last moment). This coating
gradually evolved into sugary white icing, so hard that it took both bride and groom together to
cut into it (a custom initially born out of necessity rather than symbolism).Social commentators
see the first white tiered wedding cakes, adorned with cupids, as symbolizing the idea of
marriage for love rather than the kind of arrangement based on money or politics that was
prevalent in British society. And British baking has other social connotations. For example, in the
eighteenth century the Tory gentry doggedly championed the good old British pudding in the
face of the elaborate pastries constructed by French chefs brought over to Britain by the new
Whig peers. The advent of teashops in the nineteenth century gave the women who mostly ran
them a chance to turn their domestic skills into small businesses, selling the cakes they had
been baking for their families at the same time as offering a respectable haven for women to be
seen unchaperoned, striking a small but important double blow for women’s independence. And
the ‘National Loaf’ introduced during the Second World War, to make the most of British grain,
has come to symbolize the resilience of wartime families, still baking in the face of rationing.Our
vast and varied repertoire of breads and cakes also owes much to the fact that before the
railways made it possible to transport food around the country, recipes grew up based on
whatever local ingredients were available. In the Cotswolds, for example, wool was traded for



spices such as ginger and exotic fruits, which were used in the likes of Banbury buns and
Holywake Bakes (gingerbreads). Such regional cakes were not just baked at home but sold at
local fairs and markets, even public executions. Conversely, with the advent of industrialization
and easier transport, many local specialities such as Melton Mowbray pork pies and digestive
biscuits became national institutions – and remain so today.Sometimes seminal recipes were
born out of circumstance or error. For example, the Dundee cake is thought to have originated at
Keiller’s marmalade factory in the city during the nineteenth century as a way of using up leftover
orange peel, while the Bakewell tart or pudding is rumoured to be the result of a mix-up in the
kitchen at a local inn.Baking, like all things, changes and evolves, bowing to fleeting fashions
and absorbing more tangible ideas. Over the centuries, as Britain has become more of a
multicultural society and the interest in food from different parts of the world has grown, we have
embraced breads, cakes and biscuits from around the world, from brownies and bagels to
focaccia and naan. However, everything comes full circle, and alongside our experiments with
the new and exotic we are once again in the grip of a fascination with traditional, artisan and old-
fashioned home baking.For all the contemporary twists and unusual ideas or ingredients that the
current generation of British bakers brings to our heritage of bread, cakes, biscuits, pies and
puddings, we should remember that we have the old wisdom of our great-great-grandmothers,
those early domestic scientists, to thank for their experimentation with ingredients, proportions
and methods. Their gradual understanding of the wonderful alchemy of baking has bequeathed
to us the rich and varied baking repertoire that we are able to enjoy and build upon today.

Teatime. A word that is indelibly woven into the British way of life. Of course, ‘teatime’ means
different things to different people on different occasions. It could be as simple as a cup of tea
and a biscuit, our national obsession – no one eats biscuits like the British! Perhaps crumpets
toasted over the fire, oozing with yellow melting butter. It might be fat scones served with clotted
cream in Devon or Cornwall – just make sure you ‘dress’ the scones in the right way, since these
two counties have long been at war over whether to spread the cream first (Devon) or the jam
(Cornwall) – oh, and the Cornish like butter too, Devonians don’t. How about some less
contentious toasted teacakes, or an altogether more glamorous and decadent extravaganza of
designer cupcakes and cutting-edge pastries in a smart restaurant? Then there is the classic
English cricket tea, evoking CinemaScope images of sunny afternoons on impossibly pretty
village greens, with cricketing wives and girlfriends buttering bread and arranging cakes to the
gentle thwack of leather on willow and the tinkle of teaspoons on china. Or Lewis Carroll’s ‘Mad
Tea-Party’ (he never actually called it the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party), which Alice thought the
stupidest she had ever been to in her life!Whatever your take on teatime, the idea of tea and
something sweet represents so much more than just food and drink. However brief or
languorous, simple or indulgent, it offers a moment to stop for a quiet interlude in an increasingly
fast world, or an opportunity to get together and gossip with friends. And in times of crisis, what
do the British famously do? Put on the kettle and get out the biscuit tin, of course.So entwined in



our culture is the idea of teatime that even now, the last lines of Rupert Brooke’s haunting,
homesick poem ‘The Old Vicarage, Grantchester’, written while he was in Berlin in 1912 and
yearning for his bohemian literary life centred around the Orchard Tea Garden next door to the
Grantchester vicarage, touch a universal chord:Stands the Church clock at ten to three?And is
there honey still for tea?The whole idea of tea, not just as a homely affair but as a full-blown
social event, has been enjoying a huge renaissance over the last decade or so, shaking off its
rather quaint and chintzy tourist image of silver trays and trolleys in grand hotel rooms and faded
seaside resorts. Afternoon tea is chic again, with innovative chefs in smart restaurants creating
complex cakes, and of course the knock-on effect is that afternoon tea at home, as opposed to
‘out’, is also enjoying a revival.Just as our contemporary media reports on teatime fashions and
recipes, so did the society magazines of the Victorian era, when afternoon tea as an ‘event’ first
took off in Britain. Imagine the excitement of a whole new style of eating and drinking. Of course,
simple small cakes and biscuits had been baked all around the country since the earliest times,
with recipes varying from region to region. The West Country claim to scone fame is challenged
by many a Scot who will say that the first scones were broken bannocks (the round barley cakes
that Robert the Bruce and his warriors baked on their shields). Some also link them with the
Stone of Scone, where ancient Scottish kings were crowned. Since the seventeenth century, tea
as a drink had also become popular (ironically served in coffee houses). However, the idea of
taking tea and cakes together mid-afternoon had not yet been considered. In most houses in the
early part of the nineteenth century, there were only two meals a day. In poorer households the
main fare for workers was usually eaten at midday, with a small supper in the evening; while in
well-to-do houses there would be breakfast and then nothing until dinner, usually a long, multi-
course affair at the end of the day. The story goes that one afternoon Anna Russell, 7th Duchess
of Bedford, felt a ‘sinking feeling’ of hunger while staying at Belvoir Castle in Rutland and began
inviting a select group of ladies to join her for an extra meal in her rooms, involving small cakes
and sandwiches, elegant conversation and, naturally, tea, served in fine porcelain. The idea was
such a hit that when the duchess returned to London she would send cards to friends, asking
them to join her for ‘tea and a walking in the fields’.As was society’s wont, the idea was quickly
picked up on by fashionable hostesses in town, and a whole new etiquette grew up around the
serving of tea that involved much exquisite crockery and silverware, and the wearing of special
dainty, flowing tea gowns. The social importance of the occasion was reflected in the literary
works of the time. The novelist Henry James, in the opening scene of The Portrait of a Lady, set
on the lawn of an English country house in the height of summer, observed: ‘Under certain
circumstances there are few hours in life more agreeable than the hour dedicated to the
ceremony known as afternoon tea.’Of course, this elegant and leisurely ritual could only be
enjoyed by the few. In most working households, once the industrial revolution ushered in long
shifts in factories and the mines, the traditional lunchtime meal also began to give way to ‘tea’.
However, this was usually a much more substantial affair, featuring the likes of meat and
potatoes or salads as well as sweet things.Since Victorian times the British have rarely needed



much of an excuse to stop for a breather or invite friends and neighbours in for a chat over a cup
of tea and a cake or biscuit.Biscuits. How we love these little luxuries that keep us going at work
or in those moments when we need comfort or a treat – we even have a Biscuit Appreciation
Society in the UK! The word comes from the Latin biscoctus, meaning twice-cooked, as the very
earliest versions – sometimes written as ‘biskits’ – were little more than grain and water paste,
baked, then cut up and dried out further so that they were hard and travelled well. More to do
with sustenance than pleasure, these biscuits became basic fodder for marching armies and
sailors (if the weevils didn’t get them first) and were so hard (ship’s biscuits were known as
‘hardtack’) that they had to be dipped in liquid and rehydrated before you could eat them –
perhaps that is where our love of dunking biscuits comes from.Over the centuries, beaten egg,
sugar and other ingredients such as dried fruit, even chocolate, began to be used, and biscuits
evolved from essentials into treats made for bonfire night, New Year, or to be sold at the village
fair. In Scotland especially, butter, sugar and flour had been transformed into shortbread,
sometimes cut into voguish triangular petticoat tails. Gingerbread was another favourite, with the
biscuits often pressed on to wooden moulds to make biscuits in the form of pigs, cows, Punch
and Judy or royal coats of arms. In Edinburgh, ginger biscuits were known as ‘parlys’ because
they were baked for the Scottish parliament. And in the eighteenth century James Boswell,
diarist and biographer of Samuel Johnson, was already mentioning almond biscuits – known as
macaroons in London.However, it was the march of the industrial revolution with its large-scale
bakeries and, above all, the advent of the railways that elevated regional biscuit recipes into
national treasures. In Reading, local baker Thomas Huntley went into partnership with his cousin
George Palmer and soon first-class railway passengers to London were enjoying little packets of
Huntley & Palmers biscuits. So famous did the biscuits become that Captain Scott even took
them on his fated expedition to the South Pole in 1911. And in Edinburgh in 1892 a young
employee of the McVitie & Price bakery, Alexander Grant, created one of the most famous of
British biscuits, the digestive, so called because it was believed to have antacid properties and
aid the digestion, thanks to its high content of baking soda.Whatever your idea of teatime,
whether you see it as traditional or contemporary, a quick break with a biscuit or buttered scone,
or a tower of different treats, the ritual of stopping for tea and a little baked delight still has a
therapeutic effect in a busy world. So why not get out the baking trays and celebrate this most
genial of British traditions?

The Great British Bake Off: How to turn everyday bakes into showstoppers, Great British Bake
Off: Everyday: Over 100 Foolproof Bakes, Great British Bake Off: How to Bake: The Perfect
Victoria Sponge and Other Baking Secrets, Great British Bake Off: Big Book of Baking, A
Baker's Life: 100 fantastic recipes, from childhood bakes to five-star excellence, The Great
British Bake Off: How to Avoid a Soggy Bottom and Other Secrets to Achieving a Good Bake,
The National Trust Book of Puddings: 50 irresistibly nostalgic sweet treats and comforting
classics, Great British Bake Off: Learn to Bake: 80 easy recipes for all the family, The Wicked



Baker: Cakes and Treats to Die For, Paul Hollywood's British Baking, The National Trust Book of
Scones: 50 delicious recipes and some curious crumbs of history, The Best of British Baking:
Classic Sweet Treats and Savory Bakes, How Baking Works: …And what to do if it doesn’t, A
Good Day to Bake: Simple Baking Recipes for Every Mood, Christmas with Kim-Joy: A Festive
Collection of Edible Cuteness, American Cookie: The Snaps, Drops, Jumbles, Tea Cakes, Bars
& Brownies That We Have Loved for Generations: A Baking Book



trinimum, “Used book- great condition. Arrived from the UK quickly and it was in good
condition. Recipes seem clear and concise...they are metric measures so be prepared with a
scale that has grams and measuring cups and spoons with metric measures. Also be aware to
any American bakers who have not lived elsewhere... Do not assume all ingredients are the
same. Examples self -rising flour in the UK is not the same as in the USA. US Self rising flour
has salt, the UK one does not. Strong flour is bread flour and caster sugar is bartender's or
bakers sugar. Treacle is Molasses, but Golden syrup is NOT corn syrup. Icing sugar is
powdered sugar...when in doubt look it up....have fun baking”

Vicki S., “Interesting group of baking recipes. This is an eclectic book of recipes from what I think
is the first season of The Great British Baking Show. Although it has a number of traditional
British recipes that would be well known to Americans, it is not a comprehensive baking book. It
is enjoyable to read and well illustrated.”

UBEAPPY2, “British Baking Show enthusiasts will love this book!. I enjoy watching the British
Baking Show on TV and decided to order a couple of the books. Being used, this thick book
was a great value. The print is a little smaller than I expected, and of course, the measurements
are metric, but I can cope with that and am glad I enjoy reading the history of the recipes and am
glad I purchased it.”

Divamac, “Great companion to the series. Recipes that work - check!Beautifully printed - check!
Gorgeous photos - check!I adore this cookbook!”

Karen, “LOVE THIS. Book is fantasticWell put togetherI have already marked many of the
recipes I want to make .... which one first though ?”

hypermercedes, “Great value!. Good reference book. I really want the British baking bible but,
that is nearly $200 dollars and this one is a great value. Shipping was good and book was in
great condition!”

Expatbrit, “Beautiful book. I had tried to buy this book some time ago, but it was not available so I
bought the ebook version. I really was not happy with that, so when I found this I ordered it right
away. The book is in great condition so I am very happy to have it.”

James, “Excellent selection of UK meals & deserts.. Excellent recipe selection of UK meals &
deserts. Plenty of pictures that really make the recipes come to life. Makes you want to lick the
book.”



Sparklingcolour, “Some really useful recipes. I know people say this a lot, but this actually IS now
my top favourite baking book! I thought…start at the beginning…so I made the stem ginger
cookies (recipe in the Look Inside sample…give them a try) and they were extremely delicious
and very popular in our household. Hints continue to be dropped that more would be welcome.I
then tried the macaroons ….oh my word! they were drop dead GORGEOUS!! And so easy. I
gave one to a Yorkshire lad who was doing some work in our garden and he came back to say it
was the most delicious macaroon he had ever had…and far better than Betty’s (famous cake
shop in Yorkshire). Well, that’s quite an accolade, as Betty’s make scrumptious cakes.So, yes,
this is a book you will actually use and come back to many times.  Recommended.”

M. Healy, “The best cookbook of all. This is the best cookbook I've ever bought. I've always
wanted to make 'bread and butter pudding' and 'Cornish pasties' and 'bakewell tarts' and - and
so on. It does not just give you the recipes but also the historical background. No wonder it is,
as it said on the cover, a 'top 10 bestseller'. French and Italian cooks should buy this - just so
that they can learn that people on these islands (British Isles) can cook better than they can!”

tbfrnzsk, “Such a lovely book!. This is such a lovely book with tons and tons of great sweet and
savoury recipes.The chapters are:1. - A Word from Mel and Sue2. - Tips from the Judges3. -
Introduction4. - Biscuits and Teatime Treats5. - Bread6. - Tarts and Flans7. - Pies8. - Cakes9. -
Puddings10. - Fancy PastriesEach chapter has a three-pages long introduction informing about
the history of said baked good, e.g. bread, from ancient times untill today. I really enjoyed
reading these introductions. They are very interesting and filled with little stories, quotations from
Shakespeare and so on. But if you are not interested in these things you can easily move on
without missing any information when actually baking.So let's move on to the recipes: there is -
as said before - a great variety of recipes so everyone should find something to their taste: from
jumbles to scones to Irish farmhouse soda breads to bagles to all kinds of sweet and savoury
tarts, flans, pies, and puddings to lovely cakes. The recipes are very thorough so that even
inexperienced bakers should have no problems: it's for example always said what to do with the
goods when they come off the oven (leave in the tin or remove from the tin), when there is an
option for making the dough by hand and one for making it with an electric gadget, both options
are explained and so on. Furthermore - and I found this very helpful - there a pages dedicated to
specific ingredients (like yeast), methods (like blind baking) and so on. I've been battleing with
yeast for my whole baking life and I finally managed to master it thanks to the tips giving in this
book. And if you're an experienced baker and know all there is, these information don't disturb
you as they are on specific pages and you can easily ignore them.Another aspect I really enjoy
is the beautiful phtography and layout. Every recipe has its own photo and its own double page
(or more). Inbetween there are some 'picture pages' just showing pictures of the beautiful British
countryside, tea rooms, bakers and so on. So if you're not baking, this book can easily sit on
your coffee table ready to just look at.I love this book and I would buy it again and again. If you're



interested in baking and/or Britain you sould buy it too!”

Charley, “A imperative book for any baking collection of cookery books.. Am amazing bakery
bake off baking book, Of non faff recipes, it includes so many great recipes that are truly British
eg- welsh cakes. My daughter has the same book, she bought it when it first came out and has
made quite a few recipes from it, they were amazing. I sat at my daughters one day looking at
this book, drooling my face off and thought there’s much too many recipes in this book I like not
to be buying it.”

RX, “Highly recommended book celebrating British cooking heritage.. Finally, a book on British
baking. I am slowly building a new collection of cookbooks and love the range offered on
Amazon as well as the prices. I had bought Delia's cakes and up until now considered that the
best book I had found that contain mostly British recipes. But this book is fantastic. I am a bit of
a traditionalist in my cooking and not the most adventurous given the choices we have
nowadays, and wanted something that celebrated our British cooking heritage - this is it. Some
of the dishes I bake regularly already and look forward to trying them with the suggestions in the
book. Others I haven't tried and it opens up new dishes at the table, that can all be made with
local ingredients. I bought this at the bargain price of £5 too.  Grab it while you can!”

The book by Linda Collister has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 298 people have provided feedback.
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